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This brief volume launches Trivent Publishing’s new series, 
Renovatio – Studies in the Carolingian World. Since the early 
medieval Franks’ ideas of religious horror and holy war have 
not yet received much scholarly attention, a book about them 
seemed a likely beginning for a series seeking to offer fresh 
interpretations and perspectives about this formative period in 
medieval Europe. My investigation explores how authorities in 
western Francia from the 880s through the 920s used the 
rhetoric of religious horror to cast Christian soldiers and 
nobles, who robbed the poor and the church, as monsters that 
devoured human flesh and drank human blood. Such horror 
served as a form of spiritual weaponry in the clergy’s attempts 
to correct and condemn wayward military men. This study, 
therefore, unearths long-forgotten Carolingian thought about 
the dreadful spiritual reality of internal enemies during the era 
of the Viking attacks. I would suggest that this religious horror 
serves as a gateway into some of the Franks’ most disturbing 
perceptions about the church’s cosmic struggle against sin and 
evil. Simultaneously, however, such horror informed a new 
understanding of Christian heroism that developed in relation 
to the wars fought against the Northmen invaders. This vision 
of heroic soldiers, which included military martyrs, culminated 
in ideas about holy war against the pagans that foreshadowed 
later medieval Crusading thought. Thus Carolingian religious 
horror and holy war together belonged to a body of ideas about 
the spiritual, unseen side of the church’s conflict against what 
it identified as evil, diabolical forces. 
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Nevertheless, the reader might ask: Why horror? Why 
monsters? Are approaches to and theories about these things 
useful for historians? Monsters could certainly serve many 
purposes in medieval texts. For instance, such rhetoric and 
imagery, whether intending to be frightening or humorous, 
were extremely effective at establishing the boundary between 
allegedly wholesome and degenerate peoples, denying or 
undermining the humanity of those deemed monstrous.1 Forms 
of medieval monster theorizing in this way informed European 
prejudices and ideas of race.2 Yet I would argue that horror 
possessed other uses too. Biblical scholars have demonstrated 
the importance of monsters, negative emotions, gory imagery 
and disturbing rhetoric in Scripture, which served to correct 
believers by revealing the grim results of human wickedness 
and immorality. 3  Horror thus had the power to return an 
audience to faith and humility before God. Ancient Roman epic 
and histories were equally not short of gruesome images and 
frightening rhetoric that showed evil’s terrible effects upon 
the world.4  Research on these biblical and Roman writings 
resonates with the findings of modern theorists, such as Julia 
Kristeva, who identifies literary horror’s cathartic powers. 5 

 
1 On medieval monsters generally, see Jeffrey Jerome Cohen (ed.), Monster 

Theory: Reading Culture (Minneapolis, 1996); id., On Giants: Sex, Monsters, 
and the Middle Ages (Minneapolis, 1999); John Block Friedman, The 
Monstrous Races in Medieval Art and Thought (Syracuse, 2000); and Bettina 
Bildhauer and Robert Mills (eds.), The Monstrous Middle Ages (Toronto, 
2003), esp. 1-27.  

2  Geraldine Hen, The Invention of Race in the European Middle Ages 
(Philadelphia, 2018). 

3  Timothy Beal, Religion and its Monsters (New York, 2002); and Amy 
Kalmanofsky, Terror All Around: The Rhetoric of Horror in the Book of 
Jeremiah (New York, 2008).  

4 Aline Estèves, Poétique de l’horreur dans l’épopée et l’historiographie latines 
(Bordeaux, 2020). 

5 Julia Kristeva, The Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon 
Roudiez (New York, 1982), 1-31. 
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Nonetheless, all of these ancient works were very much 
historical, since they spoke to audiences in terms that were both 
troubling and timely in their particular circumstances.6 This 
study maintains that Carolingian authors and moralists 
likewise adopted horror in their writings—often borrowing 
directly from biblical texts—in order to unveil sin’s dangers to 
individual Christians as well as the church and realm as a whole 
during the Viking attacks. The historical study of monsters and 
horror, therefore, enables us to identify these strategies and to 
assess their significance, including an articulation of holy war 
nearly two centuries before the Crusades that focused on 
protecting Francia from both internal and foreign enemies 
rather than waging war in the distant Holy Land. 

The study is presented in four parts. Each part focuses on a 
particular set of religious horror sources that offer new insights 
into the Carolingian responses to soldier robbers during the 
Northmen’s assaults. The book’s alternative, essay-style 
approach suggests historical and intellectual connections 
rather than making a more traditional argument. The first 
segment introduces Carolingian religious horror, focusing 
especially on an attempt by the short-lived King Carloman II 
to condemn his realm’s sinful soldiers as monsters in 884. Part 
Two examines the clergy’s use of prayers to protect the church 
against such enemies and its curses for destroying them. Here 
we especially see the weaponization of horror rhetoric, imagery 
and emotions against these internal foes. Part Three moves in 
a different direction. The investigation centers on Abbo of 
Saint-Germain-des-Prés’ new vision of Christian heroism in his 
epic poem about the Northmen’s siege of Paris, 885-886. In this 
case, aspects of religious horror enabled him to divulge the 
spiritual side of war against the pagans. Finally, the book’s last 
section demonstrates how Abbo drew from these different 

 
6 Andrew Tudor, “Why Horror? The Peculiar Pleasures of a Popular Genre,” 

in Horror, The Film Reader, ed. Mark Jancovich (New York, 2002), 47-56, 
examines horror’s historicity. 
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traditions to reveal the workings of the church’s cosmic warfare 
on a vaster scale in his sermons from the 920s. He unveiled that 
monstrous soldiers might convert back to Christ to wage God’s 
war against the pagans, or else they revealed themselves to be 
the walking damned, reprobates-in-the-making, creatures 
beyond redemption. According to his scheme, Christian 
soldiers would either be the church’s greatest heroes or its most 
despised foes and persecutors. While, as already indicated, the 
topics discussed in this book prefigured some later medieval 
developments, they are considered here in their Carolingian 
context as a unique historical tradition worthy of study in its 
own right.  
 
 
 
 
  


